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EDITORIAL
This number of the Journal is devoted largely
,disturbances of osmolarity of the body fluids,

since it is the serum sodium concentration
t is so often the index of these, most of these
rs are concerned directly or indirectly with

regulation.
Given a normal sodium intake (which may not
y lie anywhere between widely set limits, but
ctuate rapidly between them) a person main-

a normal total body sodium largely as the
ult of the control of the renal loss of this ion
aldosterone. (It is clear that, for precise
oeostasis, both renal haemo-dynamics and

ular responsiveness to this hormone must not
grossly abnormal.) Few problems have at-
ted so much attention in a short time as that
the regulation of aldosterone secretion, and
review of this problem contributed by the

elbourne physiologists shows that it has not
been entirely solved.

Even with normal intakes and losses of sodium,
serum sodium concentration may still be
ormal if that of the intracellular electrolytes is
urbed, or if it is not normally correlated with
e. In many chronic diseases there appears to
some disturbance of this kind; congestive

failure provides one of the best exainples,
Dr. Flear has contributed a review of the

oblem of the maintenance of electrolyte con-
trations in this condition.
Over and above the problem of sodium regula-

is that of the control of the body water:
rately yet not independently regulated and in
y ways more fully understood. A rise in
msodium concentration provokes the secretion
ADH through the osmoreceptor mechanism,
iting the renal loss of water. This rise also
vokes thirst, and in the conscious, capable

bject in normal surroundings therefore leads
the intake of water. Normal osmotic relation-
ps cannot be maintained for long if this sequence
events is interrupted.
Other factors may disrupt the normal relation-
ip between body water and body sodium. The
oreceptors and thirst centre cells are them-

ves, like the renal tubular cells, merely very

specialized representatives of all body cells and
may not function normally when there are chronic
disturbances of intracellular composition' (there
may perhaps be an analogy here with the be-
haviour of the respiratory centre in some chronic
disturbances of ventilation). There may some-
times be a prolonged release of ADH which
appears entirely uncalled for.2

Lastly, there may be a failure, even by the
normal kidney, to co-operate in preserving normal
body osmotic relationships. The glomerular filtra-
tion rate and filtration fraction may be grossly
abnormal so that a' glomerulo-tubular imbalance '
occurs. There may, however, be another im-
balance, one between the tubular responses to
ADH and to aldosterone, produced by a con-
genital resistance to the action of the first, by
renal disease, or by the effects of an osmotic
diuresis which by reason of the remarkable con-
centrating mechanism of the renal tubules,
disturbs the response to ADH more than it does
that to aldosterone. Dr. Zilva, in her review of
hypernatraemia, gives examples of this type of
dissociation. It appears that the tubular response
to ADH may also be abnormal in the absence of
adrenal glucocorticoids.3,4

It will be noticed that three of the papers in
this symposium are by Australian authors. This
is not a coincidence, but an indication of the
increasing Australian activity in medical research.
VWe are fortunate in being able to publish a review
of the beautiful work being done by the Mel-
bourne physiologists. Anyone reading this must
inevitably be reminded of the classical work of
Vernev, from which it obviously draws inspira-
tion. The further results of this school are
awnaited with great interest.
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